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We report that a possible Z2 quantum spin liquid (QSL) can be observed in a new class of
frustrated system: spinor bosons subject to a π flux in a square lattice. We construct a new class
of Ginsburg-Landau (GL) type of effective action to classify possible quantum or topological phases
at any coupling strengths. It can be used to reproduce the frustrated SF with the 4 sublattice 90◦
coplanar spin structure plus its excitations in the weak coupling limit and the FM Mott plus its
excitations in the strong coupling limit achieved in our previous work. It also establishes deep and
intrinsic connections between the GL effective action and the order from quantum disorder (OFQD)
phenomena in the weak coupling limit. Most importantly, it predicts two possible new phases at
intermediate couplings: a FM SF phase or a frustrated magnetic Mott phase. We argue that the
latter one is more likely and melts into a Z2 quantum spin liquid (QSL) phase. If the heating issue
can be under a reasonable control at intermediate couplings U/t ∼ 1, the topological order of the
Z2 QSL maybe uniquely probed by the current cold atom or photonic experimental techniques.
1. Introduction It was well known that for a
quantum anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg (QAFH) model
in a square lattice, the ground state is a quantum anti-
ferromagnetic ( AFM) state [1–3] which breaks the spin
SU(2) to U(1). However, due to the geometric frustra-
tion, the AFM state does not work for the QAFH in a
triangular lattice. In 1973, P. W. Anderson [4] suggested
that the ground state could be a quantum spin liquid (
QSL) of the Valence bonds which does not develop a long-
range magnetic order or any other orders even at zero
temperature. In 1987, after the experimental discovery
of the high temperature superconductors, he speculated
that doping the QSL could lead to the high temperature
superconductors [5]. Unfortunately, the ground state in
a triangular lattice turns out to be magnetically ordered
with a 3 sub-lattice 120◦ co-planar state which com-
pletely breaks the spin SU(2) symmetry[2, 3, 6]. Even
so, Anderson’s idea sparked great interests to find the ex-
istence of QSL in other geometrically frustrated systems.
For example, it does appear in the Rokhsha and Kivel-
son’s quantum dimer model in a triangular lattice [7–9],
may also appear in the QAFH model with J1−J2−J3 in-
teractions in a square lattice at least in the large N limit
[10, 11]. For QAFH in a Kagome lattice which provides
much stronger quantum fluctuations than a triangular
lattice, the ground state is likely to be a QSL whose na-
ture remains controversial [2, 3, 6]. The 2d QSL maybe
classified from the projective symmetry group (PSG) of
its anyonic excitations [12, 13]. The topological features
and long-range entanglement of the Z2 QSL can be best
seen in the exactly solvable model called ”Toric code ”
[14] constructed by Kitaev in 2013: it has 2 × 2 topo-
logical degeneracy in a torus and also a topological en-
tanglement entropy (TEE) log 2. The 2d Toric code can
also be easily generalized to the 3d Toric code where the
m particle is just a loop excitation with a tension which
resembles a vortex line or loop excitation in a Type-II
s-wave superconductors [15].
In 2006, Kitaev studied a quantum compass model
in a honeycomb lattice which has spin-bond correlated
spin exchange interactions [17], so it lacks a spin SU(2)
symmtry. It is exactly solvable and hosts the gapped
Z2 QSL phase in the Toric code, most importantly,
also a gapless Z2 QSL phase which, in the presence
of a small Zeeman field, turns into a gapped QSL
phase hosting non-Abelian excitations, chiral Majorana
fermion edge mode and quantized thermal Hall conduc-
tivity. Then it was proposed [18] that combining Heisen-
berg model with the Kitaev model called Heisenberg-
Kitaev (HK) model may describe possible QSL phases
in some 4d or 5d strongly correlated materials with
strong spin-orbit couplings such as Iridates or Osmates,
namely, so called Kitaev materials. Unfortunately, so far,
only Zig-Zag commensurate phase or In-commensurate
Skyrmion crystal (IC-SkX) phases were observed ex-
perimentally, no QSL phases have been found. For a
complete picture on QSL, see recent reviews [19–21].
In a series of works [23–27], the authors studied a 2d
Rotated Ferromagnetic/Anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg
model (RFHM/RAFHM) which can be written as the
Heisenberg-Kitaev-Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) form. In
some SOC parameter regime, the RFHM consists a dom-
inant FM Kitaev term plus a small AFM Heisenberg
term and a small DM term, so matches the experimen-
tal parameters well in these so called Kitaev materials,
it indeed hosts the IC-SkX phase in the SOC parameter
regime. Because it is the DM term which breaks the par-
ity, so even a small DM term plays a crucial role in the
formation of such IC-SkX phases.
Despite the sound establishment of the Z2 QSL, its
fractionalized excitations, topological orders and the
long-range entanglements in various concrete theoretical
2models, its possible existence in real materials remains
tantalizing and continues to be elusive. In this work,
we demonstrate that it could appear in the new class of
frustrated system studied by the authors [28] which is in
a partite lattice and spin SU(2) invariant: pseudo-spin
1/2 spinor bosons or photons hopping in a square lattice
subject to an Abelian flux in the intermediate coupling
regime. It can be realized in simple, clean and easily
tunable bosonic cold atom or photonic systems. For sim-
plicity and also practical relevance to the cold atom or
photon experiments, we focus on the most frustrated case
with α = π flux. In the previous work [28], we found
a frustrated SF ground state with the 4 sublattice 90◦
coplanar spin structure plus its excitations in the weak
coupling limit and the FMMott plus its excitations in the
strong coupling limit. Here we focus on the intermediate
coupling regime. Unfortunately, there is no controlled
microscopic calculations at any intermediate couplings,
one must take a different approach.
Here we develop a symmetry-constrained phenomeno-
logical Ginsburg-Landau (GL) type of effective action to
describe all the possible phases and phase transitions at
any coupling strengths. Using the effective GL action,
we are able to match all the results achieved both in
the weak and strong couplings in [28], therefore estab-
lish intrinsic connections between the phenomenological
parameters in the GL action and the bare parameters
in the microscopic Hamiltonian Eq.1. Especially, for the
very first time, we establish a deep connection between
a symmetry based phenomenological theory in this work
with the microscopic calculation on the effective potential
generated by OFQD at weak coupling limit performed in
[28]. Using the effective GL action, we also predict two
possible new phases in the intermediate coupling regimes:
a FM SF phase and a frustrated magnetic Mott phase
with the 4 sublattice 90◦ coplanar spin structure. We
argue that the latter is the likely case. By contrasting
with the 3 sublattice 120◦ coplanar spin structure in a
triangular lattice, we argue that the frustrated magnetic
Mott phase is likely melt into a Z2 QSL phase in the same
class as that in a 2d toric code, so it supports fractional-
ized spinon excitations with the topological orders. Some
possible analogy with solid 3He films is also made. We
also discuss some possible connections between our effec-
tive GL action with the 2 + 1 dimensional WZW model
with and without a topological term. The combination of
the symmetry-based phenomenological approach in this
work with the microscopic calculations on both weak cou-
pling analysis and strong coupling expansion in [28] leads
to a complete physical picture of the system in all cou-
pling regimes which include both exotic symmetry broken
states at weak/strong couplings and topological ordered
states breaking no symmetries at intermediate couplings.
Because the heating effects may still be under good con-
trol at intermediate couplings, armed with the ability
to directly detect the topological orders of the putative
QSL, the recent cold atom ( or photonic ) experiments in
an Abelian flux in an optical lattice ( or in a microwave
cavity array ) could be a completely new class of sys-
tem to search for still elusive QSL. As by-products, we
also achieve some new results on two component spinor
bosons with no flux and one component in the π flux
and also stress their crucial differences than the present
2 component/π flux problem.
We study a pseudo-spin-1/2 Boson-Hubbard model in
a π-flux on the square lattice described by:
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉
eiAijb†iσbjσ + h.c.+
U
2
∑
i
n2i − µ
∑
i
ni (1)
where biσ are the boson annihilation operators on site-i,
Aij is the gauge fields putting on the links, ni = ni↑+ni↓
is the total number of bosons, µ is the chemical potential.
In the following, we only focus on the spin SU(2) invari-
ant interaction. Here we study Eq.1 in all the coupling
regimes instead of just weak and strong couplings in [28].
2. The effective action to describe the transi-
tion from the weak coupling to the strong cou-
pling
In [28], we did microscopic calculations based on the
microscopic Hamiltonian Eq.1 in both weak coupling and
strong coupling limit. In the weak coupling limit where
the small parameter is U/t, we found the frustrated SF
ground state with the 4 sub-lattice 90◦ coplanar structure
and the 4 linear gapless modes. In the strong coupling
limit where the small parameter is t/U , we found the FM
Mott state with the ground state as the FM and 1 gapless
quadratic FM mode. Here we take a completely different
approach: construct symmetry based Ginsburg-Landau
(GL) effective action to study the Hamiltonian Eq.1 at
any couplings including the intermediate coupling regime
U/t ∼ 1.
To do so, we rewrite the spinor boson order parameter
in the weak coupling analysis in [28] as:
Ψr = (η1 ⊗ z1)e−iK·r + (η2 ⊗ z2)e+iK·r (2)
where the two newly defined spinors za, a = 1, 2 contain
both the charge and spin sectors. Note that we only ex-
pand the boson field operator in terms of the two minima
of the kinetic energy without assuming any symmetry
breaking [33].
The density and spin can be expressed in terms of the
two spinors as:
〈ΨA0 |σ|ΨA0 〉 = ~n1 + ~n2 cos(2K · r)
〈ΨB0 |σ|ΨB0 〉 = ~n1 + ~n3 cos(2K · r) (3)
where the two sublattices A and B in Fig.1(a) are listed
separately and r stands for the unit cell and the three
33-vectors are defined as
~n1 = (z
†
1σz1 + z
†
2σz2)
~n2 = (z
†
1σz2 + z
†
2σz1)
~n3 = i(z
†
1σz2 − z†2σz1) (4)
or equivalently and more intuitively ~n1 = (z
†
1σz1 +
z
†
2σz2), z
†
1σz2 = ~n2 + i~n3, z
†
2σz1 = ~n2 − i~n3.
Eq.3 can be expressed in terms of a function of the
lattice index-i (in unit ~/2):
~Si = ~n1 +
1
2
(~n2 + ~n3)(−1)ix + 1
2
(~n2 − ~n3)(−1)iy (5)
The mean-field ground-state in [28] corresponds to
~n1 = n0 cos 2φ(0, 0, 1), ~n2 = n0 sin 2φ(0, 1, 0), ~n3 =
n0 sin 2φ(1, 0, 0). Note that only ~n1 is a conserved quan-
tity, while ~n2, ~n3 are not. If one applies a uniform, a stag-
gered at (π, 0) or (0, π) Zeeman field, it will couple to ~n1
and ~n2, ~n3 respectively. Note the absence of the ordering
wavevector (π, π) in Eq.5, so if applying a Zeeman field
along zˆ at (π, π), namely −hz
∑
i(−1)(ix+iy)Siz, then it
drops out of the continuum GL effective action Eq.7. In-
terestingly, this case corresponds to the right Abelian line
in Rashba SOC and QAH case. It seems one can only
use microscopic calculations to discuss this case.
One can check the total magnitude of the spin:
(~Si)
2 = ~n21 +
1
2
(~n22 + ~n
2
3) + ~n1 · (~n2 + ~n3)(−1)ix
+~n1 · (~n2 − ~n3)(−1)iy + 1
2
(~n22 − ~n23)(−1)ix+iy (6)
which seems not uniform. This should not be worrisome.
As shown in the appendix D, if setting the ground state
solution z†1z2 = 0, then ~n1 · ~n2 = 0, ~n1 · ~n3 = 0, ~n22 = ~n23
and (~Si)
2 = n becomes a constant. So the three vectors
~n1,
1
2 (~n2 + ~n3),
1
2 (~n2 − ~n3) at the three ordering vectors
(0, 0), (π, 0), (0, π) respectively in Eq.5 are orthogonal to
each other at the ground states. If setting the equal mag-
nitude condition |z1|2 = |z2|2, the expressions can be
simplified further ( appendix D ).
For the density distribution, one can set σ = 1 in Eq.4
and obtain a uniform density at the ground states.
Note that the decomposition Eq.2 only writes the bo-
son field in terms of the two low energy degree of free-
doms near the two minima of the Kinetic term in Eq.1.
It does not invole any symmetry breaking yet. So the ef-
fective action should keep the SU(2)s×U(1)c symmetry,
the Time-reversal symmetry T , the translational Tx, Ty
satisfying the magnetic space group TxTy = TyTxω with
ω = −1 and square lattice point group symmetry such
as the C4 rotation Rpi/2 and the reflection with respect
to x or y axis Ix and Iy of the microscopic Hamiltonian
Eq.1. In terms of the two spinors, za, the most general
form which respects all these symmetries is:
L[za] = z†a∂τza + v2(∇z†a) · (∇za) + r(z†aza)
+ u1(z
†
aza)
2 + u2[(z
†
aτ
x
abzb)
2 + (z†aτ
y
abzb)
2]
+ w(z†aτ
z
abzb)
2 + · · · (7)
where · · · means higher order derivative terms which may
break the rotational space symmetries to the square lat-
tice point group symmetries and also higher orders in
the order parameters, τn, n = 1, 2, 3 are 3 pseudo-spin
matrices in the a = 1, 2 space, the repeated indices are
implicitly summed over, i.e. z†aza = z
†
1z1 + z
†
2z2 and
z†aτ
z
abzb = z
†
1z1 − z†2z2. In the following, for simplicity,
we consider u1 = 2u2 = u case which holds in the weak
couplings.
In the effective action, all the possible SU(2)s×U(1)c
invariants can be written in terms of the elements
(z†aτ
n
abzb)
2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3. The two SU(2)s spinors za, a =
1, 2 may imply SU(2)s1 × SU(2)s2 symmetry, but the
crossing term [(z†aτ
x
abzb)
2 + (z†aτ
y
abzb)
2] break it into just
one SU(2)s. The parameters v
2, u are always positive.
From the GL effective action, one can classify the 4
possible states as follows: r < 0 is SF state, r > 0 is
Mott state. w > 0 Ising limit, w < 0 Ising limit. The
frustrated SF state at r < 0, w > 0 matches that achieved
in the weak coupling limit U/t≪ 1. The FM Mott state
at r > 0, w < 0 matches that achieved in the strong
coupling limit t/U ≪ 1. The two possible scenarios are
sketched in Fig.1. The symmetry based effective action
approach can not determine the sign of the w term which
can be either positive or negative. w > 0 means a easy-
plane limit, while w < 0 means an Ising limit. In the
following, we discuss the two cases separately.
3. The easy plane limit w > 0: the frustrated
SF and a possible Z2 QSL along the solid line in
Fig.1.
(a) The frustrated SF at at r < 0.
At r < 0, the symmetry breaking pattern is SU(2)s ×
U(1)c → 1. In the easy-plane limit w > 0, it is naturally
to introduce a parametrization of z1 and z2 as
zα =
√
ραe
iχα
(
e−iφα/2 cos(θα/2)
e+iφα/2 sin(θα/2)
)
, (8)
then the mean-field grand-canonical potential density is
Ω =r(ρ1 + ρ2) + u(ρ1 + ρ2)
2 + w(ρ1 − ρ2)2
+ 2uρ1ρ2
[
cos2
(φ1 − φ2
2
)
cos2
(θ1 − θ2
2
)
+ sin2
(φ1 − φ2
2
)
cos2
(θ1 + θ2
2
)]
+ · · · (9)
which leads to a minimization condition
ρ1 = ρ2 = − r
4u
, φ1 − φ2 = 0, θ1 − θ2 = π (10)
Without loss of generality, we choose the saddle point
solution identical to that in [28] as ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ0/2 =
4− r4u , χ1 = χ2 = 0, φ1 = φ2 = 0, θ1 = θ2 + π = π/2, and
expansion around the saddle point lead to
L = iδρα∂τ δχα + v
2ρ0
8
[
1
ρ20
(∇δρα)2 + 4(∇δχα)2]
+ u(δρ1 + δρ2)
2 + w(δρ1 − δρ2)2
+ (−1)α i
4
ρ0δφα∂τ δθα +
v2ρ20
8
[(∇δφα)2 + (∇δθα)2]
+
uρ20
8
[(δθ1 − δθ2)2 + (δφ1 − δφ2)2] (11)
where the repeated indices is summed over α = 1, 2 in
Eq.8.
If one introduce ρ± = ρ1 ± ρ2, χ± = χ1 ± χ2, φ± =
φ1 ± φ2, and θ± = θ1 ± θ2, then
LGL = i
2
δρα∂τ δχα +
v2ρ0
4
[
1
ρ20
(∇δρα)2 + (∇δχα)2]
+ u(δρ+)
2 + w(δρ−)
2
+
i
8
ρ0δφα∂τδθα¯ +
v2ρ0
16
[(∇δφα)2 + (∇δθα)2]
+
uρ20
8
[(δθ−)
2 + (δφ−)
2] (12)
where the repeated indices is summed over α = ± and α¯
means −α.
From Eq.12, one can identify the four conjugate pairs
(δρ±, δχ±) and (δφ±, δθ∓) which lead to the two eigen-
modes ω± and ω2 = ω3 respectively:
ω+ =
√
v2k2(v2k2 + 4ρ0u)
ω2 = ω3 =
√
v2k2(v2k2 + 2ρ0u)
ω− =
√
v2k2(v2k2 + 4ρ0w) (13)
where ω− is dictated by w, the other three are dictated
by u.
Obviously, all the 4 modes depend on ρ0 explicitly and
become unstable when r > 0. ω+ is the SF mode, ω−
is the spin mode generated by OFQD, ω3,4 are the other
two spin modes.
(b) A possible Z2 quantum spin liquid at r > 0.
When r > 0, it becomes a Frustrated Mott state. It
may be convenient to also separate the charge from the
spin sectors by writing z1 → ψz1, z2 → ψz2 where ψ =√
ρeiχ is a complex field standing for the charge fluctua-
tions and z1, z2 is two spinors satisfying |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1
standing for the spin fluctuations. On paper, this could
be a 4 sublattice 90◦ coplanar spin structure Mott state
in a square lattice. In the appendix D, by making a
detailed comparison with the 3-sublattice 120◦ coplanar
spin structure Mott state in a triangular lattice[2, 3], we
conclude this Mott state is likey to melt into a Z2 QSL
phase with de-confined spinon za defined by:
n2α + in3α = ǫaczcσ
α
abzb (14)
r
w
4 sublattice
90  co−planar
0
SF
FM
SF
FM
Mott
4 sublattice
QSL
90  co−planar
Mott
Melt
4 sublattice
90  co−planar
SF
U/t
QSL
(U/t)c2
FM
Mott
(U/t)c1
0
w/t
me
~1
FIG. 1. Top: The 4 possible quantum or topological phases
of the effective action Eq.7 in terms of its two phenomeno-
logical parameters r and w. There are two possible scenarios
(a) The frustrated SF to FM-SF to FM-Mott transition along
the dashed line. The FM-SF was drawn in Fig.2c in [28].
(b) The frustrated SF to a QSL to FM-Mott transition along
the solid line. The frustrated SF and FM-Mott phases have
been firmly established in the weak and strong coupling re-
spectively. While the FM-SF and the Z2 QSL are predicted
by the GL effective action. Bottom: The expected w depen-
dence on U/t is sketched at the bottom. r changes its sign
at (U/t)c1. It is a monotonically increasing function of U/t
in the SF phase, then starts to decrease when entering the
Mott side, then changes sign in the strong coupling limit. If
so, then the solid line in (a) on the top is the likely case. The
condensation of e ( or m ) particle leads to the frustrated SF
( FM Mott ) on the left (right ).
where |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1. While the ~n1 quantum fluctua-
tions in Eq.4 are so massive, that it can be dropped in
the effective low energy Z2 gauge theory. As to be ar-
gued below, the de-confined spinon zα are dramatically
different than the original vectors z1, z2.
More intuitively, z1, z2 are spinors instead of just two
complex numbers. This may also due to the fact that
the 4 sublattice 90◦ coplanar spin structure Mott state
in Eq.5 has three ordering wavevectors (π, 0), (0, π) and
(0, 0). As demonstrated explicitly in the appendix D,
there are two sources of quantum fluctuations in the
range (U/t)c1 < U/t < (U/t)c2 ( Fig.1 ), one out of
the classically degenerate manifold controlled by U/t,
another within the classically degenerate manifold con-
trolled by w/t, which melt the putative frustrated Mott
state into a Z2 QSL state which is sandwiched between
the frustrated SF at U/t < (U/t)c1 and the FM Mott
5state at U/t > (U/t)c2. Both of which can be consid-
ered as the two different parent states of the Z2 QSL
and provide an ideal environment for the formation of
the QSL. Obviously, the deconfined spinons zα defined in
Eq.14 would be dramatically different from the original
z1, z2 which are confined into ~n1, ~n2, ~n3 in Eq.4. So the
deconfined spinons ( also called e particle carrying spin
s = 1/2 ) are not related to z1, z2 in a direct way. This
phenomenon is similar to the unitarity puzzle [47–50] in
multi-channel Kondo model where the scattering Majo-
rana fermions are ”orthogonal” to the original incoming
Majorana fermions, so the scattering matrix between the
in-coming and out-going states becomes zero. In the Z2
QSL, there are also gapped m particle carrying s = 0
standing for a vortex in the Z2 gauge field. Both e and
m are bosons, but there is a mutual semionic statistics
[15] between the e and m particles, so their composite
ǫ = em is a fermionic particle with s = 1/2. It also leads
to the long-range entanglement of the QSL with the topo-
logical EE γ = ln 2. All the possible 2d Z2 QSL maybe
classified by the projective symmetry group satisfied by
its anyonic excitations [13]. For most recent review, see
Ref.[20].
4. The Ising limit w < 0: FM SF and FM Mott
state along the dashed line in Fig.1.
In the Ising limit w < 0, one can simply set z2 = 0 and
z1 = z. Then Eq.7 reduces to:
L[z] = z†∂τz+ v2(∇z†) · (∇z) + r(z†z)
+ u(z†z)2 + · · · (15)
which shows a quantum phase transition [37] from a FM
SF at r < 0 to a FM Mott r > 0. Obviously, it is still
has the same symmetry as Eq.7.
Let us call the ρ = |z|2 which minimizes Eq.15 as ρ0:
ρ0 =
{
0, if r > 0,
− r2u , if r < 0.
(16)
(a) FM Superfluid at r < 0.
When r < 0, the bosonic system is in a FM super-
fluid phase with the symmetry breaking pattern SU(2)s×
U(1)c → U(1)s. Without of loss generality, we choose the
spin symmetry breaking along the X direction, so choose
the condensate as (ρ, χ, θ, φ) = (ρ0, 0, π/2, 0). The Lan-
griagian Eq.15 can be expanded as:
LFM-SF = iδρ∂τδχ+ i
2
ρ0δφ∂τ δθ + u(δρ)
2
+
v2ρ0
4
[
1
ρ20
(∇δρ)2 + 4(∇δχ)2 + (∇δφ)2 + (∇δθ)2]
+ rρ0 + uρ
2
0 + (r + 2uρ0)δρ+ · · · (17)
where the linear term in the last line vanishes for ρ0 =
−r/(2u). Obviously, at the quadratic level, the action
can be decomposed into a charge part and a spin part
LFM-SF = LFM-SF,c + LFM-SF,s + Lm where
Lc = iδρ∂τδχ+ v
2
4ρ0
(∇δρ)2 + ρ0(∇δχ)2 + u(δρ)2
Ls = i
2
ρ0δφ∂τ δθ +
v2
4
ρ0[(∇δφ)2 + (∇δθ)2]
Lm = i
2
δρδφ∂τ δθ +
v2
4
δρ[(∇δφ)2 + (∇δθ)2]
− v2ρ0δθ(∇δφ)(∇δχ) + · · · (18)
where Lm stands for the cubic coupling between the
charge and spin part. So in the presence of a π flux,
the charge and spin are decoupled at the quadratic level.
Just from the scaling analysis, one can see the cubic cou-
pling term is irrelevant.
From the above equation, one can easily extract one
charge and one spin mode:
ωc =
√
v2k2(v2k2 − r/2)
ωs = v
2k2 (19)
One can see that the charge mode becomes unstable when
r > 0. However, the spin mode is independent of r and
may remain un-critical through the QCP and reach the
FM Mott phase.
(b) FM Mott at r > 0.
When r > 0, it becomes a FMMott state with the sym-
metry breaking pattern SU(2)s×U(1)c → U(1)s×U(1)c.
It is convenient to separate the charge and spin by writing
z→ ψz where ψ = √ρeiχ is a complex field standing for
the charge fluctuations and z = (z1, z2) is a spinor sat-
isfying |z|2 = 1 standing for the spin fluctuations. Then
the charge sector and spin sector are described by:
Lc = ψ†∂τψ + t|∇ψ|2 + r|ψ|2 + u|ψ|4 + · · ·
Ls = z†∂τz+ v2(∇~n)2 (20)
where ~n = z†~σz, ~n2 = 1 stands for a unit vector of the FM
spin fluctuations. Then due to the particle-hole symme-
try at the integer filling, the charge part can be written
in the particle-hole excitations where it becomes a second
derivative in ∂τ .
5. Compare GL action with the microscopic
calculations at both weak and strong coupling:
new physical interpretation of the OFQD at waek
coupling
Comparing Eq.13 achieved by the effective GL action
with the four modes listed in [28] achieved by the micro-
scopic calculation at weak coupling, we find they are the
same if identifying ( after unifying the notation ρ0 = n0
)
v2 = t/
√
2, r = −(µ+ 2
√
2t)
u = U/2, w = B/(8n20) (21)
6where B ∼ (n0U)2/t was evaluated by the microscopic
calculations in [28].
The second line in Eq.21 shows that the w term is
nothing but the effective potential generated by OFQD.
Indeed, when subsituting the parametrization of zn used
in [28] into the w term in Eq.7, we obtain w(z†mτ
z
mnzn)
2 =
wn20 cos
2(2φ) = 4wn20(δφ)
2. This brings deep insights
on the physical mechanism of the OFQD. Of course, the
value of w deviates from this value when approaching the
QCP at (U/t)c1 in Fig.1 from below. In fact, w changes
its sign from the QSL to the FMMott at (U/t)c2: namely,
the easy-plane limit changes to the Ising limit.
When comparing Eq.20 achieved by the effective GL
action with the results achieved in the strong coupling
expansion in [28], we conclude that in the strong coupling
limit
w = −4t2/U < 0, v2 = 4t2/U (22)
which are very different from those at weak coupling in
Eq.21.
However, because the charge sector has been projected
out in the strong coupling expansion, so one will not be
able to make connections between the phenomenological
parameters in the first equation in Eq.20 with any mi-
croscopic calculation. Although there is no controlled
microscopic calculations at the intermediate couplings
t/U ∼ 1, we can expect the behaviour of w in Fig.1.
If so, the solid line is the most likely the case.
Unfortunately, any π flux effects do not show up in the
leading order in the strong coupling in [28]. One need
to get to the next order of t4/U3 which includes ring
exchange terms around a square to see the π flux. Let’s
call the resulting model as J-Q model. It may resemble
the J-Q model describing the magnetism of solid He3
mono-layer absorbed on graphite [3] which also contains
the FM J < 0 term and a ring exchange Q > 0 term in a
4-sites plaquette. The Q term differs in the sign between
boson and fermion. However, here the π flux changes
the sign back, so the Q term here has the same sign as
that in solid He3. It is this twist which may stabilize
the QSL. Of course, here, it is a square lattice, while the
latter is a triangular lattice, but the FM J term is in-
sensitive to the underlying lattice, while the Q term is
on a 4-sites plaquette in both lattices. In contrasted to
the specially designed J-Q model in a square lattice [40],
it may have sign problems. Earlier ED in this model at
Q/J ∼ −1/2 in a triangular lattice points to a Z2 QSL
with the topological degeneracy in a torus [3].
6. Comments on the relations between phe-
nomenological theory and microscopic calcula-
tions
In theoretical physics, there are two different and com-
plementary approaches: one is symmetry based effective
approach which may be used classify all the possible
quantum phases and phase transitions. The advantage
of this approach is that it may be able to list the possible
phases. But the limitation is that which phase appears
as the ground state of a given system can not be de-
termined. Another approach is to perform a controlled
calculation on a microscopic Hamiltonian. The advan-
tage of this approach is it maybe able to identify the
ground state and evaluate the excitations when there is
a small parameter in the Hamiltonian. But its limitation
is that no such controlled approach exists in the absence
of such a small parameter. Then, powerful numerical cal-
culations such as quantum Monte-Carlo simulations on a
specific microscopic Hamiltonian may be performed to
overcome such a limitation in some limited class of prob-
lems without sign problems. However, QMC may also
suffer the notorious sign problem in most of the cases.
In this work, we construct a symmetry based effective
approach which can be used to reproduce all the micro-
scopic calculations at weak and strong couplings in [28],
then can be applied to predict the Z2 QSL in the inter-
mediate couplings. However, this combination of both
approaches in a specific Hamiltonian may not be always
possible. For example, in the dual vortex method con-
structed by the magnetic space group [35, 36], due to
the highly non-local duality transformation from the bo-
son to the vortex degree of freedoms, there is no way
to establish the connections between the phenomenolog-
ical parameters in the dual vortex theory and the bare
parameters in any microscopic Hamiltonian. In the ab-
sence of the sign problem, it can still be compared with
the QMC on a specific Hamiltonian. In [36], despite
not being able to establishing any such phenomenolog-
ical/micrsoscopic relations, the authors are still able to
characterize the symmetry breaking patterns of the orig-
inal bosons in the direct lattice by the gauge invariant
density, kinetic energy and the currents of the dual vor-
tices in the corresponding dual lattice. But this char-
acterization is still symmetry based without establishing
explicitly phenomenological/micrsoscopic connections.
Recently, there have been extensive research activities
on the classifications of topological phase of matter which
break no symmetries [31, 32, 54–56]. These phases also
split into two classes: interacting symmetry protected
topological (SPT) phases with trivial bulk order (short-
range entanglement) and symmetry enriched topologi-
cal (SET) phases with non-trivial bulk topological order
(long-range entanglement) [31, 32, 54–56]. There could
be also intrinsic connections between SPT and SET, for
example, a 2d SET can act as the surface states of a 3d
SPT with boundary anomalies. Gauging SPT may lead
to some classes of SET[31, 32]. In some special cases, the
Hamiltonian whose exact ground states show specially
designed SPT or SET orders can be constructed, but
these Hamiltonians, in general, involve highly non-local
interactions which are needed to stabilize such states.
In most cases, the Hamiltonians which may host these
phases are not known, the classifications are purely sym-
metry based. For a general simple experimental accessi-
7ble Hamiltonian, microscopic analytical or numerical cal-
culations usually show these states may have much higher
energy than conventional symmetry broken states. It re-
mains challenging to discover simple microscopic Hamil-
tonian on which one can performmicroscopic calculations
to find any of these SPT or SET states. Of course, the Z2
QSL is one of the simplest SET phase. Here we provide
a specific, simple and experimentally accessible system
which hosts such a simple SET phase.
7. The implications on cold atom and photonic
experiments.-
In various promising material candidates, either ge-
ometrically frustrated systems or Kitaev materials, to
search for possible QSLs [19, 20], there are always
un-wanted and un-controllable interactions which may
un-stabilize the putative QSL in the theoretically de-
signed Hamiltonians. Furthermore, due to the ubiquitous
quenched disorders in materials, the quantum spin glass
(QSG) [34, 51, 52] always competes seriously against
the QSL. Both share similar properties except the topo-
logical properties. The cold atom systems provide un-
precedent clean and tunable systems which can avoid
these common difficulties suffered in these materials. Un-
fortunately, due to its diluteness, the cold atom system
in optical lattices suffers its own difficulties: the heat-
ing problem. It is still under good control at the weak
coupling regimes investigated in [28], but will get worse
as the interaction increases. Fortunately, as shown in
Fig.1, the QSL exists at intermediate coupling strengths
(U/t)c1 < U/t ∼ 1 < (U/t)c2 where the heating issues
may still be controllable at the current stage of cold atom
experiments. It may also be accessible to the photonic
experiments.
The salient features of a Z2 QSL is its fractionized
excitations with topological orders and long-range en-
tanglements. One of the well known signatures of the
deconfined spinons is its broad spin excitation spectrum
even at T = 0 in contrast to the sharp spin excitation
spectrum in a magnetic ordered state. This feature has
been observed in these materials at the lowest accessible
temperatures by in-elastic neutron scattering or resonant
X-ray scattering techniques. In cold atoms, it could also
be easily detected by dynamic or elastic, energy or mo-
mentum resolved, longitudinal or transverse Bragg spec-
troscopies [41–46] in cold atoms and the site- and time-
resolved spectroscopy in photonic systems [28]. Unfor-
tunately, the QSG may also lead to similar behaviours.
To settle down the issue, one must resort the more in-
trinsic and fundamental measurements on topological or-
ders such as detecting the topological entanglement en-
tropy to distinguish QSL from the QSG or other non-
topological phases. This kind of smoking gun measure-
ments so far is quite difficult to carry out in materials
[38], but possible in the cold atom systems [59]. In view
of the more recent achievement on measuring the spin-
charge de-confinement in a 1d Fermionic Hubbard model
[60], Z2 gauge theory in an optical lattice [61] and di-
rect observation of incommensurate magnetism [62], if
the heating issue can indeed be overcame, it is practical
to directly probe the long-range entanglement in the 2d
QSL in Fig.1.
8. Conclusions and Perspectives.
As stressed in [28], an Abelian flux in a bipartite lat-
tice provides a new frustrating source than the geometric
frustrations or Kitaev materials. Here we show that in-
teracting spinor atoms moving in a square lattice subject
to a π flux provides a new class of clean and tunable
systems to search for still elusive QSL whose topologi-
cal orders maybe uniquely probed by current available
cold atom experimental techniques. We also establish
a deep and intrinsic connection between the Ginsburg-
Landau effective action constructed here to describe the
phases and transitions at any couplings and the effective
potential generated by the OFQD phenomena at weak
coupling presented in [28]. This provides a new physical
interpretation of the OFQD and enriches its impacts and
applications considerably. The new method developed
in this work can be transformed to study any quantum
frustrated bosonic or fermionic systems in intermediate
couplings. The QSLs may also appear in these quantum
frustrated fermionic systems in intermediate couplings.
In Fig.1, z1, z2 are the elementary excitations in the
frustrated superfluids in the weak coupling limit. While
one of them is projected out, the other is confined into
~n = z†~σz in the FM Mott state in the strong coupling
limit. However, in the Z2 QSL sandwiched between
the two states, there are gapped fractionalized spinons
zα, α = 1, 2 which are dramatically different than z1, z2.
It was generally believed that the melting of a co-planar
spin states leads to a QSL, while that of a non-coplanar
state leads to a chiral QSL [21]. Because Eq.1 in the
π flux has the spin SU(2)s symmetry, also Time rever-
sal symmetry, so it should have no sign problem. Large
scale QMC with soft core bosons or other numerical tools
such as DMRG or Tensor networks maybe employed to
investigate the nature of the Z2 QSL [39] such as its
topological entanglement entropy. Note that hard core
bosons which can be mapped to quantum spin systems
are more easily simulated by QMC, but not practical in
cold atom experiments. It also satisfies the condition of
Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem: spin SU(2) symme-
try and Time-reversal, spin 1/2 per unit cell, so any state
which breaks no symmetries of the Hamiltonian must be
a topological state with a long-range entanglement.
It remains interesting to explore the nature of the two
QCPs in Fig.1 from both the left and right. From the left
frustrated SF side, it may be convenient to introduce a
spin-anisotropic interaction Vλ = (1−λ)
∑
i S
2
iz to reduce
the symmetry of the effective action Eq.7 from SU(2)s×
U(1)c to U(1)s × U(1)c. In the easy-plane limit λ <
1, following the charge-vortex duality transformation in
the bilayer quantum Hall system [63] which also has the
8U(1)s×U(1)c symmetry at any finite distance d between
the two layers, one can perform a charge-vortex duality
transformation to study the frustrated SF to the QSL
transition at (U/t)c1 in Fig.1. Then some kind of paired
vortices condensations may lead to the Z2 QSL. From the
right FM Mott side, the ring exchange terms discussed
in Sec.5 were known to be important to drive a Mott
state into a QSL [19, 20]. We will see how to construct
a Z2 gauge theory from the ring exchange terms. From
the dual perspective, one may also need to see how to
condense the fractionalized excitations such as e = za
or m particle [15, 64] to reach the and the FM Mott
on the right. We expect that (1) at (U/t)c1, condensing
the e = za particle leads to the frustrated SF on the
left, (2) at (U/t)c2, condensing the m particle of the Z2
gauge fields lead to the confinement of za into ~n = z
†~σz,
therefore reach the FM Mott on the right ( Fig.1). The
effects of a Zeeman field will also be investigated in a
separate publication.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we (1) establish the nature of the Z2
QSL. (2) comment on the relation between the GL effec-
tive action and WZW model with or without a topolog-
ical term (3) Apply our method to the simpler case of
single component boson subject to a π flux and show the
absence of OFQD phenomena at weak coupling.
A. Contrast the Spin structure in a square lat-
tice with that in a triangular lattice and a possible
Z2 QSL
The spin structure of a general Mott state in the main
text can be simplified when confined to the classical
mean-field ground-state z†1z2 = 0. Then can be simplified
further if imposing the constraint from the OFQD.
First, a simple algebra shows
(z†1σ
az1)(z
†
1σ
az1) = (z
†
1z1)
2 (23)
and similar relation (z†2σ
az2)(z
†
2σ
az2) = (z
†
2z2)
2 holds.
In addition, we can also obtain
(z†1σ
az1)(z
†
2σ
az2) = 2(z
†
1z2)(z
†
2z1)− (z†1z1)(z†2z2)
(z†1σ
az2)(z
†
1σ
az2) = (z
†
1z2)
2
(z†1σ
az2)(z
†
2σ
az1) = 2(z
†
1z1)(z
†
2z2)− (z†1z2)(z†2z1) (24)
and more generally we have (z†iσ
azj)(z
†
kσ
azl) =
2(z†izl)(z
†
kzj) − (z†izj)(z†kzl). Then it is easy to verify
the norm of ~n1,2,3
(~n1)
2 = (z†1z1 − z†2z2)2 + 4(z†1z2)(z†2z1)
(~n2)
2 = (z†1z2 − z†2z1)2 + 4(z†1z1)(z†2z2)
(~n3)
2 = −(z†1z2 + z†2z1)2 + 4(z†1z1)(z†2z2) (25)
and the dot products between ~n1,2,3
~n1 · ~n2 = (z†1z2 + z†2z1)(z†1z1 + z†2z2)
~n1 · ~n3 = i(z†1z2 − z†2z1)(z†1z1 + z†2z2)
~n2 · ~n3 = i[(z†1z2)(z†1z2)− (z†2z1)(z†2z1)] (26)
For the density distribution, one can replace σ by 1
and obtain
ni = z
†
nzn +
1√
2
[eipi/4z†1z2 + e
−ipi/4z
†
2z1](−1)ix
+
1√
2
[e−ipi/4z†1z2 + e
ipi/4z
†
2z1](−1)iy (27)
which may also expressed as
ni = z
†
nzn +
1
2
[(z†mτ
x
mnzn) + (z
†
mτ
y
mnzn)](−1)ix
+
1
2
[(z†mτ
x
mnzn)− (z†mτymnzn)](−1)iy (28)
It is easy to verify that
∑
i n
2
i lead to the u1 = 2u2 = u
term in the Lagrangian Eq.7.
• If we impose the mean-field condition z†1z2 = 0 which
holds in the U → ∞ limit, then ni = z†nzn = n. It also
leads to a great simplification in the spin sector:
~n21 = (z
†
1z1 − z†2z2)2, ~n22 = ~n23 = 4(z†1z1)(z†2z2),
~n1 · ~n2 = ~n1 · ~n3 = ~n2 · ~n3 = 0 (29)
which also implies the relation (~n2 + ~n3) · (~n2 − ~n3) = 0.
So the mean-field spin has the “length”
~Si · ~Si = ~n21 +
1
2
(~n22 + ~n
2
3) = (z
†
1z1 + z
†
2z2)
2 = n2 (30)
So the density is just ni = n =
√
~Si · ~Si.
• In addition to imposing the condition z†1z2 = 0, one
also impose the OFQD condition at the easy plane limit
z
†
1z1 = z
†
2z2 = n/2 which holds in the w→∞ limit, then
it leads to ~n1 = 0 and
~n22 = ~n
2
3 = n
2, ~n2 · ~n3 = 0 (31)
and the spin is coplanar
~Si =
1
2
(~n2 + ~n3)(−1)ix + 1
2
(~n2 − ~n3)(−1)iy (32)
with a uniform density ni = n.
So we show that in the hard core limit U → ∞ and
strong easy-plane limit w → ∞, the low energy physics
can be expressed in terms of the quantum fluctuations of
the two orthogonal unit vectors ~n2 and ~n3. The spins can
be expressed in terms of ~n2 and ~n3 in Eq.32 with only
two ordering wavevectors (π, 0) and (0, π).
This can be contrasted to the 3-sublattice 120◦ copla-
nar spin structure Mott state in a triangular lattice[2, 3]
which can be written as:
~S = ~n1 cos( ~Q · ~x) + ~n2 sin( ~Q · ~x) (33)
9where ~Q = 4pia (1/3, 1/
√
3) is the only ordering wavevec-
tor. The two orthogonal unit vectors ~n1, ~n2 satisfying
~n21 = ~n
2
2 = 1, ~n1 · ~n2 = 0 can be written in terms of two
spinons as n2α+in1α = ǫaczcσ
α
abzb where |z1|2+|z2|2 = 1.
For the quantum anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model in
a triangular lattice, the spinons condense 〈zα〉 6= 0, so
leads to the 3 sublattice 120◦ coplanar spin structure. If
under some perturbations such as the next nearest neigh-
bor coupling J2, they may not condense, then it becomes
a Z2 QSL with gapped deconfined bosonic spinons zα.
The Z2 gauge field does not show up in the continuum
limit, but plays important roles in the topological orders
of this QSL. Here one need only replace the ~n1, ~n2 and
Eq.33 in the triangular lattice by ~n2, ~n3 and Eqn.32 in
the square lattice, then the deconfined spinons are also
zα, α = 1, 2 carrying spin s = 1/2.
In reality, the onsite Hubbard interaction U is finite,
in fact, it is in the intermediate range (U/t)c1 < U/t <
(U/t)c2 in Fig.1, so indeed there are large charge fluc-
tuations. The w term which is generated by the OFQD
changes is very samll in the weak coupling limit, but may
increase as the interaction increases as shown in Fig.1.
Although one has no analytical evaluation of its value at
intermediate couplings, it must change sign at (U/t)c2,
so its value become small also near the QSL to the Mott
FM transition. Note that the 3 sublattice 120◦ coplanar
spin state in a triangular lattice can be achieved just at
the classical level [58], while the 4 sublattice 90◦ coplanar
spin state in a square lattice is selected by quantum fluc-
tuations only. This fact suggests that the latter is more
vulnerable to melting into the Z2 QSL than the former.
Therefore, we argue that these two sources of quantum
fluctuations will melt the 4- sublattice 90◦ coplanar spin
structure into the Z2 QSL.
B. Constructing the order parameters in terms
of a U(2) matrix and possible connections to 2+ 1
dimensional WZW model with or without a topo-
logical term.
Very intuitively, one can introduce a U matrix as
U = (z1, z2) =
(
z1↑ z2↑
z1↓ z2↓
)
=
(
z11 z21
z12 z22
)
(34)
then it is easy to verify
U †U =
(
z∗1↑z1↑ + z
∗
1↓z1↓ z
∗
1↑z2↑ + z
∗
1↓z2↓
z∗2↑z1↑ + z
∗
2↓z1↓ z
∗
2↑z2↑ + z
∗
2↓z2↓
)
(35)
One can also decompose them as:
U †U =
1
2
(z†1z1 + z
†
2z2)σ0 +
1
2
(z†1z2 + z
†
2z1)σx
+
i
2
(z†1z2 − z†2z1)σy +
1
2
(z†1z1 − z†2z2)σz (36)
where σ0 = I denotes the 2 by 2 identity matrix.
If one need to impose both the orthogonal condition
z
†
1z2 = 0 and the equal magnitude condition z
†
1z1 =
z
†
2z2 = n/2, then U
†U = (n/2)σ0. If one rescales U
by
√
2/n to make U †U = σ0, then UU
† = σ0.
When taking the saddle point solution of U as a U(2)
matrix, then from Eq.36, one can see that the fluctuation
out of the classic degenerate manifold is off-diagonal in
terms of U †U , while the OFQD fluctuation within the
classic degenerate manifold is diagonal and ∝ σz .
In the U →∞ and w → ∞ limit, The effective action
in the intermediate couplings (U/t)c1 < U/t < (U/t)c2
can be described by the 2 + 1 dimensional WZW model
with a possible topological term:
LWZW = 1
2g
T r(∂µU
†∂µU) + iθQ,
Q =
1
24π2
ǫµνλTr[U
†∂µUU
†∂νUU
†∂λU ] (37)
where µ, ν, λ = τ, x, y are space-time dimension, U is a
U(2) matrix Eq.34, Q is the integer winding number due
to Π3(S
3) = Z. Our microscopic calculation seems sug-
gest the absence of topological term, so θ = 0. It can be
shown that due to U(2) = SUs(2)×Uc(1), the charge sec-
tor U(1)c decouples from the spin SUs(2) sector. When
g < gc, 〈U〉 6= 0 breaks the SU(2)s symmetry to 1 leads
to the 4-sublattice 90◦ co-planar Mott phase and the 3
linear gapless modes above the ground state. However,
as argued in the last section, the strong quantum fluctu-
ations due to the finite intermediate U and small w not
included in Eq.37 will likely melt this Mott state into a
Z2 QSL shown in Fig.1.
However, θ = π was argued in [54–56] to described
the surface state of a symmetry protected 3d bosonic
topological state (SPT) with the axion angle Θ = 2π in
Θ
4pi2
~E · ~B. If so, it may also lead to an exotic Z2 QSL
phase where both e and m particles carry spin s = 1/2.
This exotic Z2 QSL is different than the Z2 QSL in a
square lattice in Fig.1, so it can only be realized as a
surface state of a 3d SPT phase.
In fact, as shown in [54, 55], Eq.37 can be written
in terms of more intuitive O(4) Non-linear σ model.
By writing U = n0 + i~n · ~σ subject to the constraint
n20 + (~n)
2 = 1 and defining ~N = (n0, ~n) which is a
4-component unit vector in S4, then Eq.37 can be -
rewritten as a SO(4) non-linear sigma model (NLSM):
LO(4) =
1
2g
(∂µ ~N)
2 + iθQ,
Q =
1
12π2
ǫµνλǫαβγδNα∂µNβ∂νNγ∂λNδ (38)
where µ, ν, λ = τ, x, y are space-time dimension, α, β, γ, δ
are the four components. Then in this case θ = π cor-
responds to the deconfined QCP between the Neel state
denoted by ~n and a Valence bond solid state denoted by
n0. As shown in [54], Eq.38 can also be extended to 3+1
d SO(5) group with ~N a five-component unit vector and
the topological charge Q due to Π4(S
4) = Z. This SO(5)
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NLSM with θ = π may be used to describe the bulk of
the 3d bosonic SPT.
C. One component boson in π flux
In the main text, we studied two component bosons in
a π flux. In Sec.4, we also studied the two component
bosons without a flux ( See Eq.15 ). Here, we will study
one component boson in π flux. The method developed
in main text can be easily applied to this much simpler
case also. In this case, we focus also on the n = 1 filling,
so the filling factor is also ν = 2. We did not see the
BIQH claimed in [54] in this simpler case either. The
main purpose here is to show there is no OFQD in the
one component case.
Denoting the square lattice site by ~x = (a1, a2). In the
Landau gauge used in [36], the boson operator can be
written as:
ψ(~x) =
1∑
m=0
cme
ipima1 [ξ0 + ξ1ω
−meipia2 ]
=
1∑
m=0
cm(−1)ma1 [ξ0 + ξ1(−1)m(−1)a2 ] (39)
where cm = (1,
√
2− 1)
In the permutative representation:
ξ0 = (φ0 + φ1)/
√
2
ξ1 = −i(φ0 − φ1)/
√
2 (40)
It is also easy to see the boson density n =
ψ†(~x)ψ(~x) = |ξ0|2 + |ξ1|2 = |φ0|2 + |φ1|2.
By diagonizing the boson kinetic term directly in the
gauge chosen in Fig1. of Ref.[28], we find the permu-
tative representation directly. So the advantage of the
gauge chosen in Fig1. of Ref.[28] over the Landau gauge
used in [35, 36] is that it directly leads to permutative
representation. Upto 8th order, one can show that the
effective action, consist with all the Time reversal T and
the U(1)c, the MSG consisting of the two translations
Tx, Ty, rotation Rpi/2, the two reflections Ix, Iy, can be
written as LSF = L0 + L1 + L2:
L0 = φ†l ∂τφl + v2|∇φl|2 + r|φl|2 + u(|φl|2)2 + · · ·
L1 = w(|φ0|2 − |φ1|2)2
L2 = λ[(φ∗0φ1)4 + h.c.] (41)
where v2, r, u and w, λ are phenomenological parameters.
Unfortunately, the signs of w, λ can only be determined
by microscopic calculations.
In the weak coupling limit U/t≪ 1, it is in the SF side
where r < 0. In the Ising case w < 0: φ0 = 1, φ1 = 0 or
vice versa. So the state has the degeneracy 2 correspond-
ing to which of the 2 fields condenses. The boson fields,
kinetic energies and currents are shown in Fig.19a in [36]
which was used here. Due to its chiral boson currents, it
can be called a chiral SF state.
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FIG. 2. (a) The chiral SF state (CSF) in the Ising limit w < 0
in a square lattice. It is 2 fold degenerate. One of them is
shown here. The other is just taking the c.c of it. The boson
field ψ(0, 0) = 1− (
√
2−1)i, ψ(0, 1) = 1+(
√
2−1)i, ψ(1, 0) =
(
√
2−1)− i, ψ(1, 1) = (
√
2−1)+ i. The boson current flowing
counter clockwise is I =
√
2−1. All the bonds have the same
boson kinetic energy K =
√
2 − 1. There are no frustrated
bonds. The red solid dot stands for a SF vortex, the empty dot
an anti-vortex. It clearly breaks the Time-reversal symmetry.
It is the true ground state with only on-site intercation. (b)
The three possible phases of the one component bosons in
the presence of π flux. D-SF means Dimer SF, P-SF means
Plaquette SF. Independent of Ising or Easy-plane limit, it
only has one Mott phase. Compare with Fig.1.
In the easy plane limit [35] w > 0, there are also two
cases depending on the signs of the quartic term λ cos 4θ:
(A) If λ > 0, then φ0 = φ1e
inpi/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3. So the
state has a degeneracy 4 corresponding to the 4 possible
ways to condense the 2 boson fields. The boson fields,
kinetic energies of the n = 0 case with φ0 = φ1 = 1 is
shown in Fig.20a of Ref.[36]. It is a dimer SF state.
(B) If λ < 0, then φ0 = φ1e
i(n+1/2)pi/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3.
So the state has a degeneracy 4 corresponding to the 4
possible ways to condense the 2 boson fields. The boson
fields, kinetic energies of the n = 0 case with φ1 = 1 is
shown in Fig.20b of Ref.[36]. It is a plaquette SF state.
At weak coupling limit U/t, one can perform a weak
coupling expansion. Plugging in Eq.39 into the Hamilto-
nian, one can directly find the expression of the phe-
nomenological parameters r, u, v and w, λ in Eq.41 in
terms of the microscopic parameters. At weak coupling,
we find w = −4U2/t < 0 without involving the OFQD
phenomena. It is indeed in the Ising limit where Fig.2
holds. So the easy-plane limit shown in Fig.3 is irrele-
vant with only on-site interaction at weak coupling. But
it could become a ground state when adding some ring
exchange interactions which could change w to positive
as shown along the dashed vertical line in Fig.2b.
At strong coupling limit U/t ≫ 1, it is a Mott state
at the n = 1 filling where r > 0. Because the boson
density n = |φ0|2 + |φ1|2, Ising or Easy-plane limit leads
to only one Mott phase. So we expect w < 0 extends to
the strong coupling as shown along the black solid hor-
izontal line in Fig.2b. Therefore there is no intervening
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3. The ground states in the easy-plane limit w > 0
in a square lattice (a) Dimer SF state at λ > 0. It is 4 fold
degenerate. One of them is shown here. The long arrow is√
2, the short arrow is
√
2(
√
2 − 1). The dashed line is the
frustrated boson bond with the strength Kfv = −2(
√
2 −
1)2. The un-frustrated vertical vertex bond is Kv = 2. The
horizontal bond is Kh = 2(
√
2 − 1). The red bond which
is perpendicular to the frustrated boson bond is the vortex
bond in the dual lattice. The vortices are hopping back and
forth along the red bond. (b) Plaquette SF state at λ <
0. It is also 4 fold degenerate. One of them is shown here.
The boson field ψ(0, 0) = 2[1 + (
√
2 − 1)i], ψ(0, 1) =
√
2[1 +
(
√
2− 1)i], ψ(1, 0) =
√
2[1 + (
√
2− 1)i] = ψ(0, 1), ψ(1, 1) = 0.
The arrows indicate both the magnitude and the phase of
the boson fields. Because the boson field vanishes at (1, 1),
so there is a local vortex flowing around this lattice point
as indicated by the red plaquette. The vortices are hopping
around the red plaquette. The kinetic energies emanating
from the zero boson field points are zero. All the other bonds
have strength K = 8(
√
2−1). There are no frustrated bonds.
There are no boson currents in both (a) and (b) indicating
no time-reversal symmetry breaking ( or no chirality ). The
easy-plane limit is not realized with only on-site interaction U ,
but it still could be realized with adding some ring exchange
terms.
phase between the CSF at weak coupling and the Mott
phase at the strong coupling. However, due to the Time-
reversal symmetry breaking of the CSF, the universality
class from the Mott to the CSF remains to be explored.
This is in sharp contrast to the two component spinor bo-
son case where the it changes from the easy-plane limit
at weak coupling to the Ising limit in the strong coupling,
so there must be some intermediate phases between the
two limits. The comparison between Fig.2 and Fig.1 may
inspire one to look at if adding NN V1 or even NNN V2
density-density interactions to Eq.1 will change the easy-
plane limit w > 0 to the Ising limit in Fig.1.
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